Application of high throughput cell array technology to FISH: investigation of the role of deletion of p16 gene in leukemias.
Bio-cell chip is a chip that has hundreds of types of cells arrayed and immobilized on a small slide. To elucidate the role of deletion of the p16 gene in hematologic malignancies, the bio-cell chip technique was applied to fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) study. We made a bio-cell chip with bone marrow specimen from 109 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), 102 patients with acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), 47 patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), and 25 patients with multiple myeloma (MM). A glass slide with 96 separated areas was fabricated, onto which was added methanol/acetic acid fixed cell suspensions for high-throughput FISH for p16. With the successful application of bio-cell chip technique, we found that the deletion of p16 contributed to the oncogenesis in acute leukemia, but not in chronic leukemia. In conclusion, the bio-cell chip, a cell version of ultrahigh-throughput technology, was successfully applied to the FISH study, which can be utilized efficiently in the molecular cytogenetic investigation of hematologic malignancies.